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Tunneling in soft ground in the United States - National report
r

B. Schmidt

Parsons Brinckerhojf San Francisco, Calnf, USA

SYNOPSIS: This report describes some of the current practices of tunnel design and construction in the United States, with

emphasis on recent developments. While undergrotmd construction (measured per capita) in the U.S. does not reach the

intensities of Japan and some European countries, many tumrels, nonetheless, are being built, and a munber of American design

firms export their knowledge worldwide.

GEOLOGIC SETTING OF MAJOR U.S. CITIES

Almost all soft ground tunnels are constructed as part of city

infrastructure. In the United States, space is generally

plentiful outside of the cities, and only the cities need the

intensive infrastructure of subways, underground railways,
water and sewer systems, and other utilities. Outside of the

cities, most tunnels are for railways, highways, and water
conveyances, mostly through mountains.

Some' of the most elaborate (and costly) tunnels are for

subways, but water and sewer trmnels are also represented.

The following is a sampling of recent or ongoing tunnel works
in the United States:

1. Los Angeles (California) Metro subway system
2. i Washington, D.C. Metro subway additions

3. Seattle (Washington) Downtown Transit Project (bustunnel) `
4. San Antonio (Texas) drainage tunnels

5. Phoenix (Arizona) drainage tunnels

6. San Francisco (Califomia) Lake Merced sewer tunnel

7. Cleveland (Ohio) sewer trmnels

8. Milwaukee (Wisconsin) sewer turmels

9. San Diego sewer ,and ocean outfall tunnels

10. Waxahachie (Texas) Superconducting Super Collider.

Major coastal cities in the United States are often located on

relatively level land close to rivers or embayments with good

port and transportation access, but also often poor soils.

Marine, tluvial, or estuarine soft clays abound in cities such as

Boston, Washington D.C., and San Francisco, and to a lesser

extent Seattle. Glacial materials, till, and outwash are found

all over the-northem part of United States, including Boston,

Cleveland, Chicago, and Seattle.

Southwest coastal cities such as Los Angeles and San Diego,

however, are dominated by recent and old, partially cemented,

usually coarse, grained, alluvial materials with sand deposits
close to the ocean.

\

Inland southern cities such as Phoenix are often dominated

by alluvial and colluvial materials with a deep groundwater

table, while one finds old (Cretaceous) soil-like shales under

other inland cities such as Waxahachie and San Antonio.

This plethora of ground conditions makes for a variety of

construction practices.

GENERAL PRACTICES OF DESIGN AND

CONSTRUCTION

There is no generally accepted standard, code, or practice of

tunnel or tunnel lining design in the United States. The

American Society of Civil Engineers has published a guide for

tunnel design (O'Rourke, Ed., 1984) prepared under the aegis

of the Underground Technology Research Council, that

presents recommendations for design, but does not have code

status. As a result, methods of design vary greatly.

Conversely, methods of contracting follow fairly rigorous

rules. Since most tunnels are built as public works (many with

federally assisted Enancing) public procurement laws and

regulations must be followed. Usually, the owner (agency)

employs a consultant (architect/engineer) to produce the

complete design and prepare tender documents. The work is

awarded to the low bidder in a public bid, and the contractor's

work is overseen by the owner, a construction manager

separately employed, or the original designer. Means for

achieving economical bids with a minimum of contingency

and equitable risk sharing are described in ASCE, 1991.

To some extent, this contracting method tends to reward

conservatism in design and construction, rather than innovation

SOFT GROUND TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Labor costs within the United States are high. As a result,

contractor emphasis is on productivity and high-speed



tunneling where possible. It might be said that many Japanese

and European tunnel works are more mechanized;

nonetheless, the pace of tunneling work in the United States is

often higher. Because of the price competition, United States

contractors will carefully try to calculate the degree of

mechanization and automation that will bring the lowest cost.

Thus, while hand excavation without a shield has generally

vanished as a viable option, one can find every variation

between the open shield with hand or mechanical excavation,

to full-face earth pressure balance shields._ The slurry tunnel

boring machine is not popular in the United States.

The following are a few examples:

l. For the 2.4. km long and 4 m diameter Lake Merced

sewer tunnel the contractor, given the' choice of an earth

pressure balance ttmnel boring machine or an open face

machine with a hoe-type excavation, chose the latter, but only

after dewatering the _entire stretch by means of deep wells.

This tunnel was in dune sands and slightly cemented sands

below the water table. I
2. Tunnels of the Los Angeles Metro, generally situated

above the groundwater table in competent alluvial material,

were excavated using open-face mechanical shields.

Chemical grouting of sands and gravels below expressways

was conducted at the request of the highway department.

The 7.5 mile long drainage tunnels in clay-like shale in San

Antonio were excavated using a full-face rotary excavator in a

full shield. The 5 mile long tunnels for the Superconducting

Super Collider, situated in a similar material, are being

excavated using several different types of machines, including

full face excavators iwith double-telescoping shields.

The Anacostia River Tunnel for the Washington Metro was

built using an earth pressure balance tunnel boring machine.
This tunnel runs close under the river bottom, mostly in softclay. 

As expected, the desire for high speed tunneling and the high
labor costs in the United States generally cause the NATM to

not be favored for tmmerrng in soil.

METHODS OF TUNNEL LINING

Economy of construction largely dictates the choice of tunnel

linings. At one time cast-iron segmental linings were common

in the United States, but few today would know how to cast

the segments. One-pass linings were later made of fabricated

steel with gaskets and caulking (San Francisco Bay Area

Rapid Trans_it System). Morecommonly steel ribs and timber

lagging were used, followed by a cast-in-place concrete lining

(Washington Metro). Stamped liner plates were and are still

common as initial support.

The last 20 years saw a change from fabricated steel to

precast concrete segments. One of the Lexington Market

subway tunnels in Baltimore, Maryland was the first to see

gasketed precast concrete segments as a one-pass lining. This

project was supported by federal research funds.

However, United States contractors find segmental concrete

one-pass linings too exacting to erect in a hurry, as there are

many cracked comers to repair. As a result, the gasketed one
pass lining is now rarely used except in circumstances where

water (or air) tightness must be achieved rapidly. The most

popular construction method is to erect temporary, thin, and

minimally reinforced concrete segments without bolts,

typically in the tail of a shield, and then expand them against

the ground behind the tail. This is followed by placement of a

final concrete lining, often with an external water proofing

membrane. This method is popularly called the Los Angeles

method (having been used extensively for the Los Angeles

Metro), though it probably originated in large scale use for the
Seattle bus tunnel.

Some of the Los Angeles Metro tunnels go through geologic

materials containing methane gas. Special construction

procedures included probing ahead for gas and for abandoned

oil well casings. In addition, continuous high-density

polyethylene membranes were installed to gas-proof theturmels. '
For the Lake Merced tunnel in San Francisco, the same

method of lining (precast initial segments, cast-in-place final

lining) was used, even though this required continued

dewatering of the entire 2.4 km of ttuinel for many months

before the final lining could be placed.

METHODS OF DESIGN

United States designers are ambivalent in their attitudes

toward tunnel lining design. Many conservative structural

engineers use loads, load factors, and safety factors just as for

a surface structure, sometimes using structural computer

programs where the soil interaction is represented by springs.

Tunnel designers who are geotechnical engineers tend to take

a more empirical approach, making certain assumptions in

regard to hoop stress in a circular lining (a proportion of full

overburden pressure), combined with a flexibility requirement

permitting a certain distortion without overstress. This

approach is described in Schmidt (1984).

Tunnel lining designers with experience in construction of

tunnels recognize that load and flexibility requirements, while

important, are not necessarily the most important factors.

Often, much more important issues and criteria deal with

short- and long-term performance requirements and

practicality of construction. These types of issues dictate

basic choices of lining types as well as details of lining

segments and joints such as:

l. One pass versus two pass lining

2. Expanded, doweled, or bolted lining segments

3. Water (or gas) tightness requirements
4. Basic material (steel, concrete, etc.)

5. Joint configuration (plain, knuckle, or bolted)

6. Gaskets, (none, rubber, or hydroswelling material)

7. Waterproofing membrane



8. Corrosion control

9. Baclcfill grouting requirements

10. Design for handling stress and other construction effects,

including shield pulsion jacks.

It should be noted that very few of these issues or criteria
have very much to do with soil-lining interactions or the

complexities of soil parameters. In fact, the typical lining

designed with emphasis on constructibility and end function

can be used in a wide variety of soil and groundwater

conditions, from soft clays and loose sands below the

groundwater table to soft rocks and competent soils above the

groundwater table. Thus, .regrettably for the professional

geotechnical engineer, pragmatic nmnel lining design in soft

ground does not, in fact, require complex soil-structure

analyses using hard to derive soil parameters.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Tunneling in cities almost always requires consideration of the

effects on the existing facilities, such as groundwater lowering

and ground settlementsf Two methods are typically used to

predict ground settlement and its effects and how to prevent or
mitigate deleterious effects.

Settlement Analyses

The most Common method of settlement prediction is still the

semi-empirical error-function method developed by Schmidt
(Peck, 1969). Using this method, the ground loss due to

trmneling is estimated on the basis of the following types of

parameters:
l. Estimated overcut

2. Estimated tail void space _(difference between soil
cylinder theoretically excavated and outside liner diameter)

3. Effects of plowing due to steering and profile control

4. Estimate of soil encroachment into tail void (function of

soil parameters and timing, effectiveness of grout placement

(if any), or lining expansion)

5. Length/diarneter and articulation of shield.
Surface settlements are estimated using the error function

shape of the settlement trough and an empirical relationship

between trough width and tunnel size and depth. Assuming

that the volume of the settlement trough is equal to the ground

loss, this method presents a good assumption for clay soils. In

sandy soils, the trough width and trough volume are adjusted

up or down depending on whether the soil is expected to

expand or contract when subject to shear displacement and
settlement.

In these analyses soil parameters, such as the unconfined

compression strength of a clay, are used to assess face

stability (and the need for continuous face support) and tail
void encroachment. The distribution of surface settlement is

dependent to some extent on soil type, but is largely

insensitive even to wide va_riations in soil properties. On

occasion, finite element analyses or similar analyses are used

to estimate the distribution of settlements. These analyses do

not eliminate the need to estimate the ground loss, which is

not amenable to computer analysis, but is largely a function of

construction procedures. These analyses are reasonably

reliable if appropriate parameters are used, but the analyses

have difficulty dealing with the dilation of a sand soil.

Prevention and Mitigation

When settlements have the potential to damage existing

structures there are usually two ways to deal with the problem:

minimize settlements through ground loss control or mitigate

the effects. Examples of ground control measures include:
l. Articulated shields

2. Minimization of overcut and tail void space

3. Rapid grouting or lining expansion

4. Face pressure (slurry, air, earth pressure balance) to
control face losses

5. Compressed air for wall support and groundwater control

6. Dewatering programs _
7. Local soil improvement (e.g., grouting).
Examples of mitigation include:

l. Underpinning (piers, piles, or jet-grouting)
2. ' Ground improvement (grouting or freezing)

3. Compaction (or compensation) grouting to make up for

ground loss.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

To implement a ground control program successfully, it is _

necessary to monitor the program performance on a regular

basis so that problems can be diagnosed and the contractor be

held to established criteria. Such monitoring in trmnel

construction jobs usually includes at least the following:

l. Settlements of buildings (sometimes tilt) _
2. Ground surface settlements (longitudinal and some lateral

profiles)

3. Deep settlements (most importantly above tunnel crown)

4. Lateral ground surface displacements (inclinometers)

5. Piezometric head, usually required in connection with

dewatering programs or compressed air tunneling.

MICROTUNNELING - TRENCHLESS CONSTRUCTION

In recent years, microtunneling technology has advanced

significantly into the American market. An association has

been created in the promotion of microtunneling, as well as

the Trenchless Technology Center at Louisiana Technical

University and a new magazine Trenchless Technology.

These events are, in part, brought about by the increased

aversion to disrupt city streets by trenchjng and by vigorous

promotion by the industry.



Microtunneling brings with it a new set of geotechnical

problems including:
1. Heave and settlement effects

2. Prediction of obstacles that can divert a microtunnel or

stop it dead

3. Location of existing facilities

4. Selection of most appropriate methods based on

geotechnical data.

The science and practice of geotechnical engineering for

microtunneling is still veiy young and will require the attention

of the academics, as well as the practicing engineers.

CONCLUSIONS

Tunneling technology has advanced rapidly over the last many

years. Projects not feasible 20 years ago can now be built

with relatively low risk. For example, a tunnel more than 20
km long is now being contemplated to-fonn a connection to an

off-shore oil field off Alaska's north coast, through

unconsolidated materials at nearly a 100 meter depth. Such a

venture was rejected out of hand 20 years' ago.

Each country develops its own adaptations of new tunneling

technology. In the United States, the developing technology

for tunnel construction is very much guided by changing

commercial factors and the ad hoc inventiveness of

contractors. Methods of tunnel lining design must develop to

match the pace of rapidly changing construction and lining

practices.
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